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Innovate with iPad: Lessons to Transform Learning in the Classroom by Karen Lirenman and
Kristen Wideen In â€œInnovate with iPad: Lessons to Transform Learning in the Classroomâ€•
primary teachers Karen Lirenman and Kristen Wideen provide a complete selection of clearly laid
out engaging open-ended lessons to change the way you use iPad in the classroom. By simply
downloading a few basic, open-ended creation apps, your students will engage in the learning
process and demonstrate their newfound knowledge in the way that works best for them. In
addition, throughout the book Karen and Kristen provide beginner and advanced lessons and quick
tips and practical suggestions to make the integration of iPad go as seamlessly as possible. This
beautifully laid out book also features downloadable task cards, student generated examples and
extension ideas to use with your students. Whether you have access to one iPad for your entire
class or one for each student, these lessons will help you transform learning in your classroom.
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Innovate with iPad is a must-have for primary educators. Integrating technology into a learning
environment is a transformation which the authors provided for the reader in an easy to read format.
Each lesson provides what, why, and how to do the activity with tips, extensions, and suggested
grade level. Educators from all comfort levels can use this as a go-to resource, whether you are
starting at the beginning building a foundation or have years of experience. This is a great tool!

This book is a fantastic resource for K-3 teachers who want to use iPad to engage their student in

authentic tasks. The activities are presented in an easy-to-follow format and the book is organized
into literacy, numeracy, social studies, science, and assessment sections. It's incredibly easy to
follow and the lessons included are suitable for all teachers, whether they have been using iPad for
years or are brand new to the device. I will be recommending this to all of the Primary teachers I
work with!

Innovate with iPad is a MUST have for all K-4 teachers. This book includes lessons you can use in
the classroom tomorrow whether you have a 1:1 iPad classroom, a cart or just one iPad. Full of
easy to follow task-cards that are downloadable and printable, the book helps you to reimagine your
classroom instruction. The best part of the book, is that it focuses on only five apps so its easy to
follow and comes with student-generated examples. This is a must have for all teachers who want
to start using the iPad to innovate their instruction and create an atmosphere of critical thinking.
These well designed and thought-provoking student creation activities are perfect for all students at
this age level - they would even be perfect for at home extension ideas.Parents this would make a
great gift for your child's teachers or school!

Karen was kind enough to share a copy of Innovate with iPad with me this summer. As a former
one-to-one iPad teacher I know how it feels to open a cart of iPads and wonder what to do next.
ï»¿Innovate with iPad includes more than 60 lessons that teachers can tailor to the needs of their
students.Why should you check out Innovate with iPad? (1) It includes some of my favorite free
apps like Geoboard from the Math Learning Center, (2) You'll find lesson extensions that give you
ideas of how to push student thinking at the end of a lesson, (3) There is a companion website full of
extras for readers, (4) The book is divided into different subject areas so you'll be able to find the
perfect lesson for your classroom.When I visit schools to lead professional development for
teachers one of the most common questions I hear is related to connecting curriculum goals with
technology. I love how Innovate with iPad highlights common lessons in different subject areas and
provides ideas on how to make it your own. If you're new to using iPads with your students or
looking to enhance your practice, this book has clear lesson outlines you'll absolutely love!Monica
@ ClassTechTips

This book is a must for any teacher! The authors do not overwhelm the reader with numerous apps
but instead focus on 5 open-ended apps across curriculum areas as well as a chapter devoted to
using the iPad for student self-assessment. The lesson format is user friendly and many include

color images of sample student projects. With access to downloadable student task cards and
extension ideas, this resource will help you provide more choice and voice for your students.

Innovate with iPad will inspire primary teachers to transform how they incorporate iPads in their
classrooms! Karen Lirenman and Kristen Wideen provide easy to follow lessons that can be
implemented in any subject area immediately. Their focus on 5 main apps, the easy to follow layout
and access to ready to use task cards will support teachers new to technology and allow them to
feel like experts. Tech savvy teachers will be inspired by the range of student work samples and will
empower their students to find creative ways to demonstrate what they have learned. Innovate with
iPad has the power to change teacher and student learning...it's a must read!

This has been a summer read that is hard to put down. As a second grade teacher I love how the
lessons Kristen and Karen created are easy to follow, promote best practices and can be
implemented my classroom immediately. The lessons also concentrate on just a few apps, which
will allow for a greater level of proficiency and won't be overwhelming. The self-assessment chapter
is exactly what I was looking for to take my students' learning to the next level. I'm so excited to get
started and really allow my students to show me what they are learning. If you are an elementary
teacher this is a must read!

Today's educators are looking for ways to use technology to create and give students a choice. This
book provides a tool to do just that. The book is clear and easy to implement the ideas of these
teachers. It is evident that these strategies and ideas will be easily modified to meet the needs of
your students, whether they are primary or intermediate. I know it will be a positive addition to my
classroom instruction.
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